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Abstract. This paper endeavours to adopt a machine learning approach to solve the problem of
ethnicity recognition. Ethnicity identification is an important vision problem with its use cases
being extended to various domains. Despite the multitude of complexity involved, ethnicity
identification comes naturally to humans. This meta information can be leveraged to make
several decisions, be it in target marketing or security. With the recent development of
intelligent systems a sub module to efficiently capture ethnicity would be useful in several use
cases. Several attempts to identify an ideal learning model to represent a multi-ethnic dataset
have been recorded. A comparative study of classifiers such as support vector machines,
logistic regression has been documented. Experimental results indicate that the logical
classifier provides a much accurate classification than the support vector machine.

1. Introduction
The field of machine perception has worked towards establishing a standard for vision inference and
recognition. Despite the multitude of complexity involved, Ethnicity identification comes naturally to
humans. This Meta information can be leveraged to make several decisions, be it in target marketing
or security. With the recent development of intelligent systems a sub module to efficiently capture
ethnicity would be useful in several use cases.
Several traditional image processing and vision techniques have been used to capture ethnicity.
However, this paper attempts to view this problem as a statistical classification problem, where the
ethnic symbols represent different classes. Traditional vision problems have found home in
unsupervised machine learning techniques. However the bottleneck to such deep learning models is
that they require an extensive data set per class to yield accurate results.
The research focussed on strong supervised classifiers such as logistic regression and support
vector machines to train ethnicity per class model.
2. Survey of existing models
Facial recognition is a field that has lots of heavy undergoing research activity in it. A lot of work has
been done in improving the accuracy of facial recognizers to recognize identities of people from their
facial images. Matthew Turk and Alex Pentland’s paper titled ‘Eigenfaces for Recognition’[1], talks
about the development of near-real-time computer system that can locate and track a subject’s head,
and then recognize the person by comparing the characteristics of the face to those of known
individuals. They have gone forward with the eigenface approach.
These eigenvectors can be thought of as a set of features that together characterize the variation
between face images. Each individual‟s face can be represented exactly in terms of a linear
combination of the eigenfaces [1], [10]. What they thought of is that if a multitude of face images can
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be reconstructed by weighted sums of a little collection of eigen pictures, an efficient way to learn and
recognize the ethnicity would be to build up the characteristic features by experience over time and
recognize particular faces by comparing the feature weights needed to approximately reconstruct them
with the weights associated with known individuals [11]. This approach to face recognition involves
the following steps:
1. Acquire an initial set of face images (the training set).
2. Calculate the eigenfaces from the training set, keeping only the M images that correspond to
the highest eigenvalues. These M images define the face space. As new faces are experienced,
the eigenfaces can be updated or recalculated.
3. Calculate the corresponding distribution in M-dimensional weight space for each known
individual, by projecting their face images onto the „face space‟. Apart from identifying the
person‟s identity from the image of his face, there are also algorithms that do a great job at
identifying the person‟s gender, expression (sad or happy, etc.) age among other things.
In the paper, “Recognizing Semantic Features in Faces using Deep Learning” by Amogh Gudi [2],
a more sophisticated approach is explained that used deep learning on a large dataset of images. The
deep network‟s ﬁnal softmax output layer was again altered to ﬁt the annotation by setting the number
of neurons to 5. As usual, the network was training using stochastic gradient descent for batches of
100 samples with a linearly declining learning rate of 0.0025 to 0.001 over 50 epochs. This network
required 124 epochs to converge, which suggests that the facial features required to identify a person‟s
ethnicity are not quite obvious and common.
In their paper "Gender and Ethnicity Recognition using Silhouetted Face Profiles" [3] the authors
have discussed ways to identify both gender and ethnicity. They suggested that silhouetted faces have
several contouring information that reveal the difference between two subjects being studied. If this
face context were to be studied and mapped on a common plane, then the "shape distance" of a train
and test data set would help us classify both gender and ethnicity. This approach gave necessary
inspiration to come up with more face contour related features such as chin lining and chin to mouth
distance [7][8]. Work of [4] states that similar facial arrangements can be discriminated by the
variation in shared configuration. Their work "Coding spatial variations in faces and simple shapes: a
test of two model" helped in the conception of features that the model could pick up on after training,
for example there are distinct variation in eyebrow outlines among people from different ethnicities.
Paper titled "Ethnicity Identification from face images" by [5] exposed us to different approaches
to feature engineering and classification techniques. It uses eigen face values to compute various facial
features and then trains it on a LDA classifier. Most of our features have been inspired from this paper.
We then began looking at ways to extract the desired features from the images. "Feature Points
Extraction from human face" by [5] helped divine image methods by which we would finally get our
data set [6].
This paper will introduce the machine learning techniques: logistic regression and support vector
machines as classifiers. Necessary theoretical understanding will be depicted using mathematical
functions. The various models that was used for this study is presented in section 3. The methodology
adopted is discussed in section 4. Experimental results and comparison is done in section 5.
3. Machine learning models
3.1 Logistic Regression
Let‟s say we have a series of variable feature for our problem denoted by
in some way correlated with decision
such that

and they are
(1)

Let us assume our model hypothesis as
that is used to predict the closest value to . The logistic
relation of this hypothesis with the available set of variables is given by
(2)
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or
(3)
The sigmoid function is chosen to represent the value of function G. The sigmoid function behaves
similar to the step function. It can be represented as:
(4)
When z is equal to 0 the value of the sigmoid is 0.5. The increase in the value of z will scale the
value of the function to 1. Similarly on decreasing the value of z, the function will approach 0. This is
depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Sigmoid Curve
Thus the sigmoid function assumes values 0 and 1 as asymptotes. The basic premise now would be
to fit value to our data. Fitting the original equation, we get:
(5)
Interpretation of the output of our hypothesis is questionable in respect to our classification as we
can generate several values. However, a probabilistic estimate is considered on the number generated
by the hypothesis on the case y=1 on input x. For example, if we have problem such as classifying if a
cancer is malignant or not, If the feature vector generated in this case is
and
then
suggests that the possibility of tumor being malignant is 70 percent for the given
|
patient. This can be represented as a conditional probability
. This means that
the odds of y being 1 for a certain value of x and θ is equal to the value it generates. Since this is a
binary classification task the probability of
will be the same as probability
.
The probabilities computed can be compared against a threshold or a decision boundary that helps
us classify our data. For the example above
will give us the right decision on given
predicted value of prediction. The give algorithm can work for both linear and non-linear decision
boundaries.To fit the correct value of a cost function should be estimated. This basically helps the
learning model realize how far away the parameterized hypothesis solution is from the actual solution.
The most commonly used cost function is the mean squared error function.
Thus our learning algorithm will have to pay this cost while setting up / fitting the parameters. We
can logically conclude that to form the best performing model we must minimize the cost function.
Unfortunately, non-linearity bogs us down. The thing is the hypothesis
which is the sigmoidal
function is non-linear. Thus when this is put in the cost function a complex function is formed which
has multiple local optima. Thus the global best parameter is difficult to find using brute search. This
problem is called non-convex function problem. A convex logistic cost function must be engineered to
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get the optimal parameter value. This is done by the use of gradient descent. To understand gradient
descent geometrically we can picture a multi minima graph. To get to the minima we can differentiate
the function to get the change in gradient. In other words, we can move in the opposite direction by a
slope factor from a current prediction. This will help us converge to the utmost minima of the graph.
3.2 Support Vector Machines:
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are discriminative classifiers that form a separating hyper-plane.
During supervised learning, the algorithm spews out a hyperplane (optimal) that can categorize new
examples. The way an SVM algorithm works is that it finds a hyperplane that maximizes the margin
of the training data. The hyperplane that gives the largest minimum distance to all the training points –
twice this distance is called the „margin‟.
A hyperplane can be formally defined as
(6)
There are an infinite number of ways to represent an optimal hyperplane by scaling the
parameters. For convention, the one chosen is
|

|

and

(7)

Where symbolizes the closest training example to the hyperplane. The training examples that are
closest are called support vectors.
Using the result of geometry, distance between and a hyperplane
:
|

|

(8)

|| ||

(9)

|| ||

4. Methodology
Ethnicity Recognition is an application that involves multiple fields in the study of Computer Science
[1]. The basic quanta of data or the basic input that the system takes in would be an image of some
sort. At this stage comes the application of Image Processing. The input image has to be analyzed in
the following steps:


Ensure that the background has been removed.



Ensure the image is of a front-facing face



Normalize the image as required
o

Align the image and fix rotation

o

Crop the image to a standard size. In our case – 200 x 250 pixels.



Extract all the required features from the images. Some of the many features that we
extracted from the images are:
Following the image processing stage, we move on to the Machine Learning stage. Here we trained
multiple models using facial image data of 3 different races / ethnicities – White, Hispanic, and
Chinese. We first used Support Vector Machines (SVMs) to train on the data. Following that, we
trained logistic classifiers for the 3 classes.
The final output presented to the user of the system would be the class (ethnicity prediction) that
has the highest probability to be true. The user is shown which ethnicity the system predicts along with
its confidence.
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Figure 2. Model training flow diagram
Figure 2 shows the overall flow of the Ethnicity Recognition training phase. Following are the steps of
action taken to train the various models that are to be used when classifying a given input image.


Raw data is acquired from the Internet. For the Chinese faces, we used the CUHK
Face Sketch Database [9] provided by The Chinese University of Hong Kong. For the
White faces, we used the KDEF Database and for the Hispanic faces we used data
from the FEI Face Database.



The preprocessing state follows the data acquisition phase. Here the images are
cropped to 200 by 250 pixels. The faces are detected and aligned so that they are
straight and the center of the face coincides with the center of the image.



Feature extraction is performed on the images. In total we extracted around 86 feature
points in each image. Some of the feature points include the position of eye balls,
position of nose, corners of mouth, center of mouth, etc.



From the feature points extracted in the previous step, we calculate the necessary
features required by our model. The features that we used in training all the models
are:
o

Size of chin

o

Distance between chin and mouth

o

Distance between eye balls
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o

Distance between inner corner of eyes

o

Distance between outer corner of eyes

o

Distance between inner corner of eyebrows

o

Distance between outer corner of eyebrows

o

Size of mouth

o

Size of nose

o

Distance between nose and mouth.



The resulting dataset of features is then split into training and test sets. We took an 8020 split.



Using the training set, we trained the various models. We tried three different
classifiers:



o

Support Vector Machines (SVMs)

o

Logistic Classifiers

The trained classifier is then evaluated on the test sets to give us a figure of its
accuracy.

This trained classifier is what is used by our web application to predict the ethnicity of the input
image.
5. Experiments, Observations and Discussion
Table 1 shows the total number of images for each class (ethnicity) that we used for this study. The
dataset was divided into training and test sets.
Table 1. The ethnicity dataset statistics

Chinese
White
Hispanic
TOTAL

No. of Images
188
110
48
346

Train Set
159
95
41
295

Test Set
29
15
7
51

Each of the 346 input images have been cropped aligned and normalized before extracting the feature
points and training the models based on features derived from the feature points. The training set
consists of a total of 295 images and the test set consists of a total of 51 images.
Table 2. Accuracy of various models trained to identify Chinese faces
Classifier / Data
Sets

SVM

Chinese Test Set
White Test Set
Hispanic Test Set

100%
66.67%
71.42%

Logistic Classifier

96.55%
86.67%
85.71%

Table 2 clearly shows that the SVM classifier worked exceptionally well in identifying the test
images of Chinese people. In fact, it correctly identified all the images in the Chinese test set. We
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attribute this to coincidence as there were just 29 images in the test set – a pretty small number to get a
reasonable value of accuracy. Meanwhile, it only correctly predicted 67% of Whites as Non-Chinese
and 71% of Hispanics as Non-Chinese.
In the case of the logistic classifier, it is observed that it is pretty balanced in its predictions. It
gives a realistic 96% accuracy on the Chinese test set while at the same time correctly predicts 86% of
Whites and 85% of Hispanics as Non-Chinese. The advantage of logistic regression is that it can be
trained to give accurate results even when the training set consists of a relatively smaller number of
examples than that required for SVMs.
Table 3. Accuracy of various models trained to identify Hispanic faces
Classifier / Data
Sets

SVM

Logistic Classifier

Chinese Test Set
100%
57.14%
White Test Set
0.00%
100.00%
Hispanic Test Set 0.00%
86.67%
Table 3 shows the accuracy of various models for the Hispanic classifier. In the case of SVMs is
exactly what we saw for the classifier trained on Chinese faces. The SVM classifier trained on
Hispanic faces seems to correctly identify Chinese faces as Non-Hispanics. But it does not identify
Hispanics as Hispanics and incorrectly identifies Whites as Hispanics. We attribute this odd result to
having just 48 training examples for the SVM classifier. Like neural nets, SVMs also require a pretty
decent amount of data to be able to train accurately.
The logistic classifier performs the best in this case too. It gives a decent accuracy of 86% against
the Hispanic test set. It correctly predicted all White faces as Non-Hispanics but has a somewhat low
accuracy of 57% against the Chinese test set.
Table 4. Accuracy of various models trained to identify Caucasian faces
Classifier / Data
Sets

SVM

Logistic Classifier

Chinese Test Set
0%
100%
White Test Set
100.00%
66.67%
Hispanic Test Set 100.00%
57.14%
Table 4 tabulates the accuracy of various models trained to identify Caucasians. The SVM
classifier trained on White faces seems to correctly identify Hispanic faces as Non-White. It also
correctly identifies all White faces as Whites. But it did not perform well against the Chinese test set
and predicted all the example images as Whites. We attribute this odd result to not having enough
data. Like neural nets, SVMs also require a pretty decent amount of data to be able to train accurately.
The logistic classifier again outperforms the other two with an accuracy of 67% in correctly
predicting Whites. It also predicted all the faces in the Chinese test set and 57% of faces in the
Hispanic test set correctly as Non-Whites.
6. Conclusion
In this paper machine learning approach to solve the problem of ethnicity recognition was taken.
Experimental results indicate that the logistic classifier is a good class classifier. Support vector
machines either over fit or under fit the data. The major bottle neck of this experiment was the limited
per class open source data set available. Building an extensive image data base particularly vision
models for ethnicity and racial profiling will be done in the future. Further this experiment chose
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remote ethnicities which are relatively easy for identification. Classification among similar ethnicities
(eg. Korean, Chinese) will be considered for future work.
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